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Early stage release control of an anticancer drug by
drug-polymer miscibility in a hydrophobic ﬁberbased drug delivery system
Yue Yuan,a Kyoungju Choi,bc Seong-O Choi
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The drug release proﬁles of doxorubicin-loaded electrospun ﬁber mats were investigated with regard to
drug-polymer miscibility, ﬁber wettability and degradability. Doxorubicin in hydrophilic form (Dox-HCl)
and hydrophobic free base form (Dox-base) was employed as model drugs, and an aliphatic polyester,
poly(lactic acid) (PLA), was used as a drug-carrier matrix. When hydrophilic Dox-HCl was directly mixed
with PLA solution, drug molecules formed large aggregates on the ﬁber surface or in the ﬁber core, due
to poor drug-polymer compatibility. Drug aggregates on the ﬁber surface contributed to the rapid initial
release. The hydrophobic form of Dox-base was dispersed better with PLA matrix compared to Dox-HCl.
When dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was used as the solvent for Dox-HCl, the miscibility of drug in the
polymer matrix was signiﬁcantly improved, forming a quasi-monolithic solution scheme. The drug
release from this monolithic matrix was slowest, and this slow release led to a lower toxicity to
hepatocellular carcinoma. When an enzyme was used to promote PLA degradation, the release rates
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were closely correlated with degradation rates, demonstrating degradation was the dominant release
mechanism. The possible drug release mechanisms were speculated based on the release kinetics. The
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results suggest that manipulation of drug-polymer miscibility and polymer degradability can be an
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eﬀective means of designing drug release proﬁles.

Introduction
Cancer patients aer surgical resection commonly receive
postsurgical anticancer treatments to reduce the risk of recurrence. Due to the non-selective cytotoxicity of anticancer drugs,
systemic treatments such as oral or intravenous administration
may lead to severe side eﬀects.1 With such concerns, targeted
local drug delivery has been considered as an eﬀective alternative for postsurgical treatment, which minimizes adverse side
eﬀects of systemic chemotherapy. As vehicles to carry therapeutic agents to target sites, brous materials have been studied
extensively due to their advantages such as high specic surface
area, porosity, and structural similarities to the extracellular
matrix.2–6 Of the ber-forming processes, electrospinning has
been widely adopted as a versatile method to produce brous
vehicles with ne-tuned morphology for eﬀective delivery of
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therapeutic agents.1–3,5,7–20 For example, multi-axial electrospinning has been utilized to produce multi-compartmental
bers that allow multiple release stages or multi-drug
delivery.5,10,18 This conguration has a potential application of
treating patients who have developed resistance to specic
drugs.
To achieve the desired drug release proles using polymeric
carriers, polymers need to be strategically selected because the
release rates are inuenced by its degradability, wettability,
diﬀusivity, etc.4,5,16,21,22 For degradable polymers, as their
geometry changes during degradation, the release mechanism
can be more complex than that of non-degradable drugcarriers.23 As a model anticancer drug, doxorubicin (Dox) has
been studied in many researches1,24,25 due to its eﬀectiveness for
a wide range of cancers, including breast cancer, bladder
cancer, lymphocytic leukemia and lymphoma. Dox exists either
in a hydrophilic form, doxorubicin HCl (Dox-HCl) or in
a hydrophobic form, doxorubicin free base (Dox-base),26 and
their release proles from polymeric carriers are inuenced by
the compatibility of drugs in a polymer/solvent system and by
the structural characteristics of a drug carrier.24,27,28
While an earlier study29 partly demonstrated the eﬀect of
drug–polymer–solvent compatibility on drug release proles,
further analytical work is necessary to explain the phenomena.
Of major interest of this study is to: (1) investigate the inuence
of drug–polymer miscibility on the drug release proles from
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hydrophobic ber mats; (2) analyze the drug localization in the
polymeric matrix; and (3) examine the eﬀectiveness of drug
delivery by in vitro cytotoxicity assay. Drug-loaded ber mats
were prepared by electrospinning of solution precursors containing poly(lactic acid) (PLA) and either hydrophilic Dox (DoxHCl) or hydrophobic Dox (Dox-base). The miscibility of polymer–drug–solvent system was altered by incorporating either
hydrophilic or hydrophobic drugs directly in PLA solution or by
utilizing a secondary solvent, dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO). The
miscibility of drug and polymer was analyzed by observing the
drug localization in polymer matrices. In vitro drug release
proles and release mechanisms were associated with drug–
polymer miscibility, ber wettability, and matrix degradation.
Finally, the viability of hepatocellular carcinoma cell C3A with
Dox-loaded ber mats was examined. The ndings of this study
can be utilized as a simple selection guide of materials (drug,
polymer, and solvents) in fabricating drug-loaded ber mats, to
attain desired drug release proles from a hydrophobic berbased drug delivery system.

Materials and methods
Materials
Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) resin (Ingeo 4043D, 98% L-lactide, with
weight average molecular weight of 111 kg mol1 (ref. 30)) was
purchased from NatureWorks (Minnetonka, MN, USA).
Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and dimethylformamide (DMF)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA).
Doxorubicin hydrochloride (99%, Dox-HCl) and doxorubicin
free base (99%, Dox-base) were purchased from MedKoo
Biosciences (Morrisville, NC, USA). Proteinase K (isolated from
Tritirachium album) was purchased from Bio Basic (Amherst,
NY, USA). Phosphate buﬀered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) and Tris–HCl
buﬀer (pH 8.0) were purchased from Thermo Fisher (Waltham,
MA, USA), and other chemicals were purchased from Fisher
Scientic (Hampton, NH, USA) unless otherwise stated.
Preparation of drug-loaded ber webs
Prior to electrospinning of PLA mats (without drug), 10% (w/v)
PLA solution was prepared in 1 : 1 ratio of dichloromethane
(DCM) and dimethyl formamide (DMF). For electrospinning
(Spraybase®, Dublin, Ireland), a grounded aluminum collector
was placed in front of a 22-gauge needle at a distance of 10 cm,
and bers were spun horizontally toward the collector rotating
at 100 rpm. The feeding rate of a polymer solution was 1.5 mL
h1. The applied voltage was adjusted between 9.5–10.5 kV to
produce non-beaded bers.
For drug incorporation, either doxorubicin HCl (Dox-HCl) or
free base (Dox-base) was added to the PLA polymer solution
before electrospinning by diﬀerent methods. The rst method
was mixing the drug particles directly into a 10% (w/v) PLA/
DCM/DMF solution, stirring for 1 h at room temperature. The
formulations for both PLA–HCl and PLA–base were: 0.02 g drug;
0.4 g PLA; 4 mL DCM/DMF (1 : 1 v/v). In another method, DMSO
was used to dissolve Dox-HCl at 2% (w/v), and 1 mL of drug/
DMSO solution was mixed with 4 mL of 10% (w/v) PLA
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solution. The formulations for PLA–HCl(DMSO) was: 0.02 g
Dox-HCl; 1 mL DMSO; 0.4 g PLA; 4 mL DCM/DMF (1 : 1 v/v). The
sample codes and descriptions are shown in Table 1.
Characterization of drug-loaded ber mats
Microscopic analysis. Morphologies of drug-loaded ber
mats were observed by an optical microscope (BH-2, Olympus,
Center Valley, PA, USA); a eld-emission scanning electron
microscope (FE-SEM) (Nova NanoSEM 450, FEI, Hillsboro, OR,
USA) with the prior sputter coating of 3.5 nm thick Au (Hummer
VI, Anatech, Hayward, CA, USA); and a transmission electron
microscope (TEM, CM-100, Philips, Eindhoven, Netherlands).
For cross-sectional TEM images of bers, sections of bers were
prepared by embedding bers in Spurr's epoxy resin (Ultra Bed
Low Viscosity Epoxy Kit, Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hateld,
PA, USA) and sectioning in about 90 nm thickness using an
ultramicrotome (Ultracut UCT, Leica, Germany). Fluorescence
images of Dox-loaded webs were observed with a laser scanning
confocal microscope (LSM 5 Pascal, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) and Olympus IX73 inverted uorescent microscope
system. Images were analyzed by ImageJ soware (version 1.46r,
NIH, USA).
Contact angle measurement
Static contact angles (CA) of 4 mL of distilled water on brous
surfaces were measured by an optical tensiometer (Attension
Theta, Biolin Scientic, Paramus, NJ, USA) at room temperature.31,32 All measurements were carried out at least ve times
from diﬀerent locations of each sample.
Diﬀerential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
Thermal properties of drug-loaded bers were analyzed by DSC
(Q20P, TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA). Approximately
3 mg samples of ber webs were heated from 25  C to 200  C at
a constant rate of 10  C min1 under a nitrogen atmosphere.
The glass transition temperature (Tg), crystallization temperature (Tc) and melting temperature (Tm) were examined from the
scanning. The degree of crystallinity was calculated by eqn (1),
using a reference value H0 of 93 J g1 for PLA.33
 
Ð N dH
dt
0
dt
Xc ð%Þ ¼
 100ð%Þ
(1)
H0
where Xc is the degree of crystallinity (%), H is enthalpy of fusion
(J g1), and H0 is the enthalpy of fusion of 100% crystalline PLA
(93 J g1). The area under the peak was obtained from the rst
heating cycle to calculate H.
Calculation of drug loading content (LC) and loading
eﬃciency (LE)
Drug loading content (LC%) was determined by the weight
percentage of the drug that is actually contained in a ber web
(eqn (2)). For this measurement, drug-loaded ber webs were
completely dissolved in solvents (50% acetone/water for PLA),
and the amount of drugs in the web was calculated from the
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Sample descriptions

Code

Description

PLA
PLA-HCl

PLA web without drug
PLA web with Dox-HCl, drug was directly mixed
in PLA/DCM/DMF solution
PLA web with Dox-base, drug was directly mixed
in PLA/DCM/DMF solution
PLA web with Dox-HCl, drug was dissolved
in DMSO, then mixed in PLA/DCM/DMF solution

PLA-base
PLA-HCl(DMSO)

uorescence intensity of doxorubicin (at 600 nm emission)
measured by a UV-visible micro plate reader (Synergy H1 Hybrid
Multi-Mode Reader, BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA). Loading eﬃciency (LE%) of a drug-loaded ber web was calculated by eqn
(3).
weight of drug in the web ðmgÞ
LC ð%Þ ¼
 100 ð%Þ (2)
weight of the drug loaded web ðmgÞ
LE ð%Þ
¼

weight of drug in the web ðmgÞ
weight of drug initially added in the polymer solution ðmgÞ
 100 ð%Þ
(3)

predetermined time, the samples were taken out from the
buﬀer and dried at 45  C for about 4.5 h, and the weight of the
dried samples was measured. The enzyme solution was
replaced at each measurement point to ensure the activity of
proteinase K. The weight loss (%) of the drug-loaded bers was
calculated at each sampling time by eqn (5).
Weight loss ð%Þ
initial weight of web ðmgÞ  weight of web at time t ðmgÞ
¼
initial weight of web ðmgÞ
 100 ð%Þ
(5)

Cell culture
Hepatocellular carcinoma cell C3A were obtained from ATCC®
(Manassas, VA). C3A cells were cultured in complete Eagle's
Minimum Essential Medium (EMEM) supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum; and expanded to approximately 80%
conuence in T75 ask with medium changes every 4 days. Aer
0.25% (w/v) trypsin–0.53 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
(EDTA) digestion, cells between passage 9 and 12 with an
average viability of 90% were plated in the 24-well plates at
6.25  105 cells per well followed by an incubation at 37  C in
a humidied atmosphere of 95% air and 5% CO2. Aer 48 h
incubation, cells were ready for dosing.

In vitro drug release analysis

Cytotoxicity of drug-loaded and drug-free PLA

Approximately 20 mg samples of the drug-loaded ber mats
were immersed in the vertical diﬀusion cell (PermeGear, Hellertown, PA, USA) with 3.5 mL of PBS (pH 7.4) and incubated at
37  C under magnetic stirring at 100 rpm. At each sampling
time, 3.5 mL of drug-released PBS medium was replaced with
a fresh 3.5 mL PBS. The amount of drug released from the ber
webs at each sampling interval was quantied by comparing
with a calibration curve of uorescence intensities versus
doxorubicin (Dox) concentrations. The cumulative percentage
of released drug at each sampling point was calculated by eqn
(4). All experiments were performed in triplicate and replicated
at least two times.

The viability of C3A cells was determined using the
alamarBlue® viability assay (Thermo Sci., Waltham, MA, USA)
as previously described.34 Cells seeded in the 24-well plates were
treated with Dox HCl-loaded PLA (42 mg mL1 to 420 mg mL1),
Dox base-loaded PLA (126.7 mg mL1 to 1266.7 mg mL1), and
Dox HCl(DMSO)-loaded PLA (30.7 mg mL1 to 306.7 mg mL1) as
well as Dox-free PLA. At the end of 5 h and 24 h of incubation,
10% of alamarBlue® reagent in complete EMEM (v/v) was added
to the cell culture and incubated for 3 h at 37  C. Fluorescence
(excitation 555/emission 585 nm) was quantied with the
Synergy H1 hybrid multi-mode microplate reader. Controls
assessed interaction between Dox and the active ingredient of
alamarBlue® reagent, resazurin or a reduced product, resorun. Resazurin (no cells) and culture medium (no cells) served
as background controls. Fluorescence, proportional to cell
viability, was normalized with respect to controls and expressed
as percent viability.

Cumulative drug release ð%Þ ¼

weight of drug released ðmgÞ
weight of drug in the mat ðmgÞ
 100 ð%Þ
(4)

Results and discussion
Accelerated degradation of PLA and release of doxorubicin
(Dox)
PLA degradation was accelerated using proteinase K enzyme,
and the Dox release proles with PLA degradation was investigated. Enzymatic degradation was conducted in 20 mM Tris–
HCl buﬀer solution (pH 8.0) with 0.5 mg mL1 of proteinase K at
37  C. Fiber samples weighing approximately 20 mg were cut
and placed in a 3.5 mL Tris–HCl buﬀer solution. At each

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018

Eﬀect of drug-polymer miscibility on drug localization
The eﬀect of drug-polymer miscibility on ber morphology and
drug distribution was observed in Fig. 1. When hydrophilic DoxHCl was directly added to hydrophobic PLA polymer solution
(PLA in DCM/DMF), the drug was neither dissolved nor stably
dispersed in PLA solution and formed large drug aggregates
(20 mm). The bright-eld and uorescence images in Fig. 1c
and d clearly show Dox-HCl aggregates at the surface of ber
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 19791–19803 | 19793
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Photographic and microscopic images of doxorubicin-loaded ﬁber mats. (a) SEM images of drug-loaded PLA ﬁbers; (b) ﬁber mats
producing diﬀerent colors depending on drug–polymer miscibility; (c) optical images displaying dissolution or aggregation of drug crystals in
ﬁber webs; (d) ﬂuorescence images by the ﬂuoresced doxorubicin.

Fig. 1

mats. Due to the immiscibility of Dox-HCl in the polymer, the
PLA–HCl ber mat appeared lighter in color with red speckles
(Fig. 1b). PLA–base mat showed rather uniform dispersions of
drug particles compared to PLA–HCl (Fig. 1c and d), due to
better miscibility between hydrophobic Dox-base and hydrophobic PLA.
When DMSO was used as a solvent for Dox-HCl, the drug was
homogeneously distributed within bers, indicated by more
saturated color coming from doxorubicin red. While DMSO
itself was not a good solvent for PLA, the use of DMSO as
a solvent for drug in a PLA/DCM/DMF system helped the
miscibility between Dox and PLA. Due to this enhanced miscibility of drug in the polymer matrix, there were little drug
particles observable from the optical images of PLA–
HCl(DMSO). From the uorescence images (Fig. 1d), PLA–base
and PLA–HCl(DMSO) showed uniform internalization of Dox in

19794 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 19791–19803

polymer matrices, which may be due to the enhanced dispersion or dissolution. Also, the red aggregates in PLA–HCl was
identied to be doxorubicin crystals (not PLA polymer aggregates) by electron crystallography. The selected area diﬀraction
pattern (SADP) of PLA–HCl sample in Fig. 2 clearly shows the
crystalline phase of a Dox-HCl particle (region 1) and the
amorphous phase of PLA ber (region 2).
To further investigate the localization of doxorubicin in
brous matrices, the cross-sections of Dox-loaded PLA bers
were observed by TEM (Fig. 3). Due to the diﬀerence of electron
density between PLA and doxorubicin molecules, doxorubicinrich region appeared darker than PLA. In Fig. 3a, the crosssection of PLA–HCl bers exhibited obvious distinction
between Dox-rich and PLA-rich regions. Due to the lack of
miscibility between hydrophilic Dox-HCl and hydrophobic PLA,
the cross-sectional area of the ber was separated into two

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Fig. 2 Doxorubicin crystal aggregates in PLA–HCl mat observed by an optical microscope (a) and TEM (b). Dox particle is in crystalline phase (1)
while PLA ﬁber was mostly amorphous (2).

phases; Dox-rich region was observed in the core, surrounded
by PLA-rich region. As the doxorubicin red was masked by PLA
matrix, the PLA–HCl web appeared lighter in color in Fig. 1a.
Taken together from Fig. 1 and 3, the immiscible Dox-HCl drug
aggregates were localized in PLA matrix, partly in the core
region and partly on the surface of bers.
When DMSO was used as a solvent for Dox-HCl, the
composition of drug–polymer matrix appeared homogeneous,
and Dox-rich and polymer-rich regions were hardly separable,
forming a monolithic-like compound (Fig. 3c). However, the
PLA–base showed somewhat segregated Dox-rich phase in the
ber (Fig. 3b), though Dox-rich and PLA-rich regions were not as
clearly separable as those in PLA–HCl. As shown in Fig. 1c, the
miscibility of PLA–base was better than PLA–HCl but worse than
PLA–HCl(DMSO). This intermediate miscibility of PLA–base
among the tested is evidenced by the cross-sectional image
(Fig. 3b) that shows partly localized drug molecules in PLA
bers. The results demonstrate that the use of DMSO as
a solvent for the drug is benecial for improving the drug–
polymer miscibility and for forming homogeneous, monolithiclike drug-loaded mats.
As another parameter that could inuence drug release
proles, wettability of drug-loaded ber mats was examined.
Previous study reported that the hydrophobicity of a drugloaded bers can delay the drug release by the impeded water
permeation into the polymer matrix, and this hydrophobic
characteristic was utilized to design delayed drug release
prole.2,5,7,35 As a brous surface provides high specic surface
area and porosity, the eﬀect of wettability of ber mats on drug

release can be larger and complex than that of non-porous solid
lms.
The measured water contact angles (CA) of drug-loaded
bers are presented in Table 2. The CA of PLA web without
drug was 160 . When the hydrophobic Dox-base was added to it,
PLA–base maintained the same level of hydrophobicity.
However, when the hydrophilic Dox-HCl was added, CA
decreased to 139 . The CA measurement for PLA–HCl gave
a large standard deviation because CA depended on the presence of Dox-HCl aggregates at the measured sites. Also, CA
decreased to 148 when DMSO was added to help the dissolution of doxorubicin, yet the CA measurements of PLA–
HCl(DMSO) produced a smaller standard deviation due to the
homogeneous nature of the matrix.
The inuence of drug–polymer miscibility on drug loading
eﬃciency (LE) and loading content (LC) was examined. When
producing electrospun mats, Dox was added to PLA by 4.8% (w/
w). For PLA–base and PLA–HCl(DMSO), loading eﬃciency (LE)
reached 100%, as the drug molecules were stably incorporated
in the polymer matrix at 4.8% concentration. However, PLA–
HCl had only 74% LE, producing the actual drug content of
3.5% (w/w), implicating that hydrophilic Dox-HCl was not stably
blended in hydrophobic PLA. For PLA–HCl, precipitates of DoxHCl particles were visually observed. Characteristics of drugloaded bers, including ber diameters, water contact angle
(CA), drug loading content (LC), loading eﬃciency (LE) and
morphology of bers, are summarized in Table 2.
The inuence of drug addition to PLA on thermal properties
and crystallinities were examined by DSC (Table 3). The

TEM cross-sectional images of Dox-loaded ﬁbers. (a) PLA–HCl; (b) PLA–base; (c) PLA–HCl(DMSO). Note: the magniﬁcation of (a) is
diﬀerent, thus the length of 1 mm in (a) appears diﬀerent.

Fig. 3

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Characteristics of drug-loaded ﬁber mats: wettability, loading contents and eﬃciency

Sample

Fiber dia. (mm)

CA

PLA
PLA–HCl
PLA–base
PLA–HCl(DMSO)

0.31 (0.03)
0.32 (0.05)
0.30 (0.03)
0.39 (0.05)

160
139
160
148

(2.8)
(14.6)
(4.1)
(2.4)

LC (wt%)

LE (wt%)

Morphology

NA
3.5 (0.2)
4.8 (0.4)
5.1 (0.1)

NA
74 (3.2)
100 (7.5)
107 (2.0)

Non-beaded, cylindrical bers with grooves
Large Dox-HCl aggregates from the surface
Small Dox-base from the surface
No observable Dox-HCl particles

temperatures for melting and crystallization were not changed
by the addition of Dox to PLA. When DMSO was used as
a solvent for Dox, the glass transition temperature (Tg) slightly
decreased, probably due to the plasticization by the DMSO
dissolved in PLA.36,37 When the drug was added to the polymer
without DMSO, Tg was not aﬀected; without DMSO, drug was
not completely dissolved in the polymer matrix, which may
result in no signicant inuence on Tg or intermolecular
interactions. The addition of drug particles increased the crystallinity (%) because the drug crystals acted as a nucleating
agent in the polymer, thereby facilitating crystal growth.38 The
results show that the ber mats had lower degree of crystallinity
when DMSO was used as the drug solvent. Previous studies have
demonstrated that the degree of crystallinity is inuenced by
the solvent evaporation rate.39,40 With the addition of DMSO
(vapor pressure at 20  C 55.6 Pa), the solvent evaporation rate
of polymer solution would have been lowered (vapor pressure of
DMF at 20  C 360 Pa; vapor pressure of DCM at 20  C 47 091
Pa), adversely inuencing the crystalline development. The
results of this study indicate that use of DMSO helped the
homogenous blending of Dox in PLA matrix, and the presence
of DMSO in the polymer solution hindered intermolecular
interactions, thereby decreasing Tg and crystallinity.

PLA–base showed slower release rates than PLA–HCl. As the
PLA–base improved the miscibility with the hydrophobic drug,
the drug particles were dispersed rather uniformly, forming less
aggregates compared to PLA–HCl. The initial 20% release
during 5 h seemed to result from the dissolution of Dox-base
particles dispersed on the ber surface. The remaining drug
embedded inside the polymer was then hardly released within 6
days of experiment. Generally, hydrophobic carriers such as PLA
exhibit sustained release of internalized drugs by the impeded
permeation of medium into the polymer matrix.
PLA–HCl(DMSO) exhibited the slowest release rate. The use
of DMSO as a solvent for drugconsiderably improved the
miscibility of Dox and PLA, leading to formation of homogeneous and monolithic-like matrix. As a monolithic compound,
the embedded drug was hardly diﬀused out of the polymer
matrix. About 10% of the loaded was released during the initial
5 h period. The dominant release mechanism for such
a homogeneous matrix would be polymer degradation (or
polymer erosion). It is noteworthy that increased wettability and
decreased crystallinity of PLA–HCl(DMSO) had little inuence
on increasing release rates.

Drug release analysis with accelerated polymer degradation

In vitro drug release proles
Fig. 4 shows in vitro drug release proles of the Dox-PLA ber
mats. Regardless of drug-polymer miscibility or wettability, all
samples showed the rapid release of Dox within 5 h followed by
the sustained release. However, drug release rates were distinct
depending on drug hydrophilicity and the incorporation
method to PLA matrix. PLA–HCl in which Dox-HCl formed
crystal aggregates exhibited the fastest release during 5 h (50%
of Dox-HCl was released). The rapid release of Dox-HCl in the
earlier stage should be attributed to the dissolution of Dox-HCl
aggregates exposed at the ber surface. It is also possible that
the dissolution of Dox-HCl particles on the surface created
pores and voids in the mat, facilitating the access of release
medium into the brous web. The reduced hydrophobicity (CA
 139 ) could be another contributor to the faster release. PLA–
HCl exhibited extra 10–15% of release between 5 h and 24 h.
The remaining Dox-HCl enveloped inside the core region of
bers (Fig. 3a), seemingly about 35% of total loaded drug, was
not released until 6 days. The drugs in the core would be
released when the polymer degradation or erosion occurs, and
the release with degradation is discussed in the later section of
this study.

19796 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 19791–19803

The release proles in Fig. 4 exhibited two diﬀerent release
stages. The faster release during the earlier stage seemed to be
dominantly attributed to rapid dissolution of Dox deposited or
embedded near the surfaces. The earlier release rate was the
highest in PLA–HCl where large Dox aggregates were observed
on the mat surface. For all samples, later stage of release was
much slower compared to the rst 5 h of release. As PLA is
hardly swellable and its degradation takes a long period of time
in buﬀer solutions (as long as 6 months),41 release mechanisms
associated with degradation/erosion would occur very limitedly.
Speculating that the later stage of drug release would be
dominated by the polymer degradation, the release prole with
accelerated degradation was further investigated.
Fig. 5 shows the drug-loaded bers that had gone through
accelerated degradation by proteinase K for diﬀerent time

Table 3 Glass transition temperature (Tg), crystallization temperature
(Tc), melting temperature (Tm) and % crystallinity of drug-loaded mats

Sample
Tg ( C)
Tc ( C)
Tm ( C)
Crystallinity (%)

PLA
61.1
89.7
150.0
12.9

PLA–HCl
60.0
87.9
150.8
15.6

PLA–base
60.0
87.0
150.0
16.3

PLA–HCl(DMSO)
47.1
86.9
150.4
9.4

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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degradation/erosion is the dominant drug release mechanism.
This linear correlation between degradation (weight loss) and
release was slightly deviant for PLA–HCl; the release was slightly
higher than weight loss till 60% of degradation occurred. This
result implicates that the quick dissolution of drug aggregates
from PLA–HCl contributed additionally to the release mechanisms. Overall, the result from the accelerated degradation
allows the prediction of release behavior when degradation is
the dominant release mechanism.

Drug release kinetics
Fig. 4

In vitro release proﬁles of doxorubicin from PLA ﬁbrous carriers.

periods (1–16 h). The color of PLA–HCl and PLA–base changed
as degradation proceeded, from their originally light color to
doxorubicin red, due to staining of the mat as Dox was released.
The weight loss (%) of the drug-loaded ber is shown in Fig. 6a.
The weight loss was faster for PLA–HCl and PLA–base than PLA–
HCl(DMSO). The quick dissolution of drug particles/aggregates
from those bers would have created pores and voids in the
bers, and this might have facilitated the degradation process
for PLA–HCl and PLA–base. The degradation rate of PLA–
HCl(DMSO) was slower due to its homogeneous monolithic-like
nature. From the DSC results, the crystallinity of PLA–
HCl(DMSO) was slightly lower than that of the other two
samples. However, the inuence of crystallinity on degradation
rates seems to be negligible in this study. It appears that there is
a threshold crystallinity that inuences the degradation, as Cai
et al.42 explained. The study reported that the degradation of
PLA can be decelerated when the degree of crystallinity is
greater than 22%. As all the bers in this study showed degree
of crystallinities lower than this threshold, the inuence of
crystallinity on degradation rate was negligible.
From Fig. 6c, the release rates are linearly proportional to the
degradation rates (weight loss), demonstrating that PLA

Fig. 5

Drug-loaded ber mats can exhibit several diﬀerent release
mechanisms, including immediate dissolution of drug molecules, permeation of uid into mats followed by the diﬀusion of
drug molecules and polymer degradation/erosion. To examine
the release kinetics, the empirical power law shown in eqn
(6)26,43,44 was applied to the results (Fig. 7).
Mt
¼ ktn
Mf
log10

Mt
¼ log10 k þ n log10 t
Mf

(6)

(7)

Mt: cumulative drug release amount at time t (mg), Mf: cumulative drug release amount at innite time, or total drug loading
content (mg), k: constant relative to the properties of the matrix
and the drug (geometric characteristics), n: release exponent
associated with the release mechanism and the geometry of
matrix, t: sampling time (h).
In eqn (7), the exponent ‘n’ has been used to explain the
release mechanisms for diﬀerent matrix geometries.26,43,44 For
example, n for the Fickian release from slabs, cylinders and
spheres are 0.50, 0.45 and 0.43, respectively, and those for zeroorder release from non-swelling system is 1.26,44 The geometry of
the drug delivery system in this study can be represented as
cylinders that form a slab. For PLA–HCl in which the drugs were
directly added without DMSO, drug molecules were not

Accelerated degradation of drug-loaded mats in the presence of proteinase K.
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Fig. 6 Drug release proﬁles with the accelerated degradation. (a) Weight loss (%) of ﬁber mats for 24 h; (b) cumulative drug release (%) of mats
with time; (c) Dox release as a function of weight loss (%).

completely dissolved in the polymer solution, and the drug-rich
region was separated from the polymer-rich region. For this
ber mat, drug particles and aggregates were localized in the
core of ber or at the surface of ber mat, and this form of drug
delivery system was assumed to be a ‘reservoir with deposits’.23
For PLA–base, drug particles were rather homogeneously mixed
(either dissolved or dispersed) in the matrix like a ‘monolithic
dispersion’.23 For PLA–HCl(DMSO), the drug molecules were
homogeneously dissolved within the polymeric matrix like the

‘monolithic solution’.23 The release mechanisms would be
aﬀected by the schemes of drug delivery systems such as
reservoir with deposits, monolithic dispersions and monolithic
solution.
For all the ber mats tested, there were two distinct stages of
release kinetics. In Table 4, the slope n for two diﬀerent release
stages are presented (all R2 values were greater than 0.93). The
very initial release period of 0–1 h (Fig. 7a) exhibited larger n
with faster releases while the later period had similarly small n

Fig. 7 Drug release kinetics. (a) Initial stage release (0 to 1 h); (b) later stage release (1 h to 6 days).
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Table 4 Scheme of drug delivery systems and estimated ‘n’
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PLA–HCl
Scheme of drug delivery system23
Initial stage release
n
(0–1 h)
(R2)
Mech
Later stage release
n
(1 h to 6 d)
(R2)
Mech

PLA–base

PLA–HCl(DMSO)

Slab reservoir with surface deposits
Slab with monolithic dispersions
0.97
0.71
(R2 ¼ 0.96)
(R2 ¼ 0.98)
Dissolution of drug particles near surfaces, diﬀusion
0.14
0.13
(R2 ¼ 0.95)
(R2 ¼ 0.93)
Degradation/erosion, diﬀusion

Slab with monolithic solutions
0.68
(R2 ¼ 0.97)
0.17
(R2 ¼ 0.97)

Fig. 8 Illustration of doxorubicin drug release mechanisms from a PLA ﬁber matrix. (a) PLA–HCl; (b) PLA–base; (c) PLA–HCl(DMSO). M1,
dissolution of drug molecules; M2, water permeation followed by drug diﬀusion; M3, polymer degradation followed by drug dissolution/
diﬀusion.
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Fig. 9 C3A viability for the positive control with Dox-HCl (a), Dox with PLA samples after 5 h incubation (b), and Dox with PLA samples after 24 h
incubation (c). Data represent mean (n ¼ 3)  S.D. Positive CTRL, Dox-HCl with cells without PLA ﬁber mats; CTRL, only cells without drug or PLA
ﬁber mats. LC50 approximately 413 mg mL1.

values (0.10–0.17). In the initial stage of release, both immediate dissolution of drug molecules and diﬀusion at the near
surface would occur. The initial stage of exponent n was in the
order of PLA–HCl > PLA–base > PLA–HCl(DMSO). The trend
corresponded with the order of immiscibility between the drug
and matrix.
For monolithic solutions of PLA–HCl(DMSO), the exponent n
was smaller compared to the monolith dispersions (PLA–base)
and reservoir with deposits (PLA–HCl). As most of drug molecules were homogeneously distributed in the matrix, the initial
rapid rate may result from the diﬀusion of drug molecules near
the ber surface. The n for PLA–HCl(DMSO) was 0.64, which
represents the dominant mechanism of non-Fickian, anomalous diﬀusion.
The later release stage (1 h to 6 days) exhibited small n (0.13–
0.17) regardless of the scheme of drug delivery systems. Small n
for the later release appears to be associated with the slow
degradation of PLA polymer. As PLA is rarely swellable, drug
dispersions and solutes in the bulk matrix would be released
mostly when PLA degrades. The low n demonstrates that PLA
degradation within the test period occurred only limitedly. In
the meanwhile, when the drug molecules near the surface are
diﬀused or dissolved out, pores and voids could be created in

19800 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 19791–19803

the matrix, which could accelerate the degradation process by
increasing the surface area exposed to the external aqueous
environment. From the result of the accelerated degradation,
the released amount of drug was linearly correlated with the
degradation rate. This indicates that the negligible drug release
in the later stage is attributed to slow degradation of PLA.
The possible drug release mechanisms for Dox-loaded PLA
ber mats are illustrated in Fig. 8. The results indicate that the
drug release from the polymeric bers is inuenced by the
drug–polymer miscibility, ber wettability and degradability. As
PLA is hardly swelling, drug diﬀusion through polymer matrix
would be very limited. However, when drug molecules and
particles are dispersed near the surface of polymer matrices or
in the pore/voids of mats, diﬀusion mechanism could partially
contribute to the overall release. PLA degradation/erosion
would take months of process, and drug release by polymer
degradation hardly occurred within a week of experiment. The
monolithic solution of PLA–HCl(DMSO) exhibited sustained
drug release as PLA degradation is the dominant release
mechanism, and the degradation takes only for a prolonged
time. When degradation was accelerated by the enzymatic
activity, drug release was exactly correlated with the degradation
rate, corroborating that the release by degradation/erosion was
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the dominant mechanism for PLA–base and PLA–HCl(DMSO).
The results suggest that blending with hydrophilic or readily
biodegradable polymer may signicantly accelerate drug release
rates.
Cytotoxicity of Dox-loaded PLA
The cytotoxicity of all Dox-loaded PLA and Dox-free PLA was
measured using the alamar blue assay. In Fig. 9, cell viability is
shown as a function of Dox-amount (in ber mats) that is
present in mL of cell culture. All Dox-loaded PLA were toxic to
C3A cells with corresponding concentrations from 184 mg mL1
to 608 mg mL1, while Dox-free PLA was not toxic. About 200 mg
mL1 of Dox incorporated in PLA–HCl and PLA–base substantially decreased the cell viability within the rst 5 h (52%
viability) and sustained up to 24 h (47.5–52% viability)
compared to those of controls; 184 mg mL1 of Dox in PLA–base
showed 52% and 47.5% viability, respectively; 210 mg mL1 of
Dox in PLA–HCl had 52.3% and 52% viability; and 243 mg mL1
of Dox in PLA–HCl(DMSO) produced 90% viability at both 5 h
and 24 h. The lowest cytotoxicity of PLA–HCl(DMSO) is associated with the slowest release of Dox in PBS solution (Fig. 4),
attributed to its monolithic solution-like scheme. For PLA–HCl
and PLA–base, Dox molecules were not homogeneously blended
with polymer matrix, and unblended particles were exposed to
surface of bers, producing substantial initial release that led to
higher cytotoxicity.
The result indicates that the release of doxorubicin occurs
mostly within the rst 5 h, which limits the application of this
formulation. For practical application, the drug/polymer
formulation should be adjusted to include higher drug
contents or to facilitate polymer degradation.

Conclusions
Drug release proles from PLA bers were investigated with
regard to drug–polymer miscibility, ber wettability and
degradability, employing doxorubicin in hydrophilic form (DoxHCl) and hydrophobic form (Dox-base) as model drugs. Drugloaded ber mats were fabricated by electrospinning, with
drug loading eﬃciency of about 74% for less compatible drugpolymer combination (PLA–HCl) and about 100% for all other
mats. When hydrophilic Dox-HCl was directly mixed with the
hydrophobic PLA solution, drug molecules aggregated either on
the mat surface or inside the core region of bers, due to poor
drug–polymer compatibility. About 65% of initial drug release
from PLA–HCl was attributed to quick dissolution of drug
particles present near the surface. The hydrophobic Dox-base
was better dispersed with PLA matrix forming monolithic
dispersions. When DMSO was used as the solvent for Dox-HCl,
the miscibility of the drug in the polymer matrix was signicantly improved, forming a quasi-monolithic solution scheme.
The drug release from this monolithic solution matrix was
slowest as the immediate dissolution of unblended drug did not
occur, and this slower release from PLA–HCl(DMSO) led to
lower cytotoxicity to hepatocellular carcinoma cell C3A during
5 h and 24 h of incubation, compared to PLA–HCl and PLA–
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base. Drug incorporation methods aﬀected Tg and degree of
crystallinities of drug-loaded bers, yet those properties hardly
inuenced the drug release rates associated with diﬀusion or
degradation mechanism. When an enzyme was used to promote
PLA degradation, the release rates were closely correlated with
the degradation rates, demonstrating that degradation was the
dominant release mechanism for PLA mats. For PLA–HCl, quick
dissolution of the drug particles exposed on the surface
contributed signicantly to the fast initial release. The results
demonstrated that the manipulation of drug–polymer miscibility and polymer degradability would be an eﬀective means of
modulating drug release proles. Particularly, the results
demonstrated that an improved miscibility of the hydrophilic
drug in a hydrophobic PLA polymer can reduce the release rates.
It is speculated that the release behavior of a drug from
a hydrophilic polymer would be quite diﬀerent; uniform
blending of the drug in a hydrophilic polymer may lead to an
increased release rate by the fast degradation in PBS solution.
The future study validating the interplay of surface energy
between drugs and polymers is recommended. Within the
limited scope, the ndings of this study can be applied as
a facile design strategy for controlling the early stage release
proles in ber-based drug delivery systems.
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